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Abstract—Adiabatic quantum-flux-parametron (AQFP) is a
very energy-efficient superconductor logic. In AQFP logic, dynamic energy dissipation can be drastically reduced due to adiabatic switching operations using ac excitation currents. During
the past few years, AQFP logic family has been investigated
and implemented. Experimental results prove the robustness
of building large-scale integrated AQFP circuits. In this paper,
an AQFP VLSI design flow is introduced and detailed with a
16-bit decoder as example circuit. By including logic synthesis
and automatic routing tools, this AQFP VLSI design flow is
capable of converting a high-level described system into physical
fabrication. Analysis suggests that a reduction of more than 40%
in circuit area and much higher design efficiency can be obtained,
comparing to a previous manual design.
Index Terms—superconducting integrated circuits, Josephson
integrated circuits, HDL, AQFP logic, logic synthesis, EDA tools

Fig. 1: Schematic of an AQFP gate.
I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N the past few years, superconductor-based logic families
have drawn attention as a means to build next generation computing systems. Rapid single-flux-quantum (RSFQ)
logic [1] is considered to be the most well developed superconductor logic family with high clock speed and low
power consumption. Later, low power dissipation technology
has been developed to further push the energy efficiency to
the limit. Energy-efficient SFQ (eSFQ) logic [2], reciprocal
quantum logic (RQL) [3], LR-biased RSFQ logic [4], and low
voltage RSFQ (LV-RSFQ) logic [5] have been proposed and
investigated by research groups around the world.
Adiabatic quantum-flux-parametron (AQFP) logic [6]
known as a parametron based digital logic using superconducting Josephson junctions, can offer extremely high energy
efficiency for building high-performance computing systems.
With resistance-less wires, ultrafast switches, and nearly zero
operational energy loss, this superconducting logic circuits can
operate at clock frequencies of several tens of gigahertz and
are thousands of times more energy efficient than traditional
superconducting logic such as SFQ logic.
In 2013, we successfully demonstrated an 8-bit KoggeStone adder. This is the first AQFP logic circuit with more than
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1000 Josephson junctions. Test results presented wide margin,
and stable output waveforms [7]. In 2015, a benchmark circuit
of 10k gate-scale with more than 20,000 Josephson junctions
has been demonstrated with excitation currents margin of
±20% and very promising yields [8]. All these experimental
results suggest the possibility towards building an AQFP-based
high-end computer.
By introducing a minimalized design approach [9], the
AQFP logic circuits design are currently made at gate level
and routed purely by hand. This is possible for small and
simple circuits, however, as the circuit scale and function
become more complex, it is very inefficient without the help
of more powerful electronic design automation (EDA) tools
such as logic synthesis and automatic routing tools. In the
following sections, we present our efforts on building an EDA
environment for AQFP VLSI circuit design, as well as an
implementation of a 16-bit decoder designed by following this
design flow.
II. AQFP D ESIGN F LOW
During the past decades, VLSI design in CMOS has been
highly developed. The circuit scale and the corresponding
transistor complexity offer many design challenges. When
the systems are becoming large, the design schedules are
getting tighter. For example, hundreds of millions of gates are
common for ASICs (application-specific integrated circuits),
which makes it impossible to design modern systems at the
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Fig. 3: Post-synthesis for AQFP specification.
Fig. 2: Design of integrated systems in AQFP.

transistor-level. Therefore, a top-down design flow enables
VLSI design through a divide-and-conquer approach at multilevels.
An AQFP logic gate is basically driven by ac-power, which
serves both as excitation current and power supply (Fig. 1).
Excitation fluxes are applied to the superconducting loops via
inductors L1 , L2 , Lx1 and Lx2 using as excitation current Ix .
One single flux quantum is either stored in the left or right
loop, depending on the input current Iin . As a result, the
logic state can be represented by the direction of the output
current Iout . Unlike its superconducting cousin rapid-singleflux-quantum (RSFQ) logic family, AQFP logic operates more
similar to conventional Boolean logic used in CMOS circuits,
which enables us to develop AQFP design flow by following
the current industrial standards.
Our proposed AQFP VLSI design flow (Fig. 2) begins by
first taking a high-level behavior-description of a circuit and
synthesizing its corresponding netlist using structural Verilog,
and mapping logic operations with our standard cell library
[9]. This high level behavior description defines the circuit
function and I/O pins using a hardware description language
(HDL). Synthesis tools are employed to generate the gate-level
netlist, which helps the design to be proceeded to schematic
capture. A semi-automatic routing tool was developed to help
finish the connections between each cells in the circuit. An
HDL-based cell library [10], specified for the AQFP logic
family, is later used to verify the circuit function and meet
timing closure. After the circuit optimization, physical layout
is generated by using a cell-based methodology.
III. I MPLEMENTATION ON B ENCHMARK C IRCUITS
We choose a 16-bit decoder among many applications
to introduce our design flow. This is because: 1) we have
demonstrated a similar design without using this new proposed

Fig. 4: Example schematic construction of AQFP circuit using
cell-based methodology.
TABLE I: C OMPARISON OF THE PREVIOUSLY DESIGNED 16BIT DECODER WITH THE DESIGN USING SYNTHESIS FLOW
Technique

Process

JJ counts

Area

Previous design
[15]
This study

AIST standard
process [16]
AIST standard
process

592

3.46mm2

428

2.02mm2

design flow; 2) the circuit function itself is simple to describe
but the circuit scale and routing can be very complicated for
a fully manual design.
A. Logic synthesis
Logic synthesis in the VLSI design flow plays the role of
converting a high-level description of design into an optimized
gate-level representation. Logic synthesis uses a standard
AQFP cell library [9] which have basic logic gates such
as AND, OR, NOT, MAJORITY, BUFFER and SPLITTER.
This specified technology library is known by the fabrication
process.
A circuit architecture description is written in HDL such
as Verilog or VHDL. For example, a 16-bit decoder can be
described as the following:
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Fig. 5: Schematics of a 16-bit AQFP decoder captured from netlist (left) and routed by automatic routing tools (right).

B. Semi-automatic routing approach
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

module decoder16(binary_in,
decoder_out, enable);
input binar _in [4:0];
input enable;
output [15:0] decoder_out;
wire [15:0] decoder_out;
assign decoder_out = (enable) ? (1
<< binary_in) : 16’b0;
endmodule

This code is later logic synthesized, mapped to a technology
library and output to a target netlist file by an open source
synthesis tool called yosys [11]. This gate-level netlist is
written in structural Verilog.
Due to different signal delivery mechanisms, information
is carried by Josephson junction switching events in AQFP
logic along with specialized splitters, as independent gates, to
deliver one single output to multiple receiving gates (Figure
3). On the other hand, it is easy to invert a normal input by
negating the coupling coefficient of the output transformer of
the logic gate without any other cost, which is an attractive
feature of the AQFP logic family. However, CMOS-based
synthesis tool ’yosys’ does not consider the fanout of signal
and inverting properties, which are essential for AQFP logic.
Hence, we introduce one more step here as post-synthesis,
using our developed tools written in Python, to produce an
AQFP-friendly netlist. This netlist splits internal signal and
integrate all the inverters into the receiving gates to reduce
the total gate number and circuit area.

Unlike in CMOS VLSI design, interconnect wires serving
as clock-power bias and data transmissions are built at the
cell-level and are described as bidirectional transmission lines
in HDL (Fig. 4). These cell-based interconnections cannot be
generated simply through Cadence tools and are extremely
time consuming to layout by hand. An automatic routing
software based on the channel routing approach was developed
to improve the design flow of connecting from gate to gate
[10].
Once we have the structural netlist generated from synthesis,
it is imported into a schematic capture tool where the wire lines
represent the interconnections between each gate as shown the
left side of Fig. 5. With a simple mouse click and drag, gates
can be easily lined up for meander clocking. Automatic routing
tools help replace all the schematic-based wires with physical
AQFP wiring cells (right side of Fig. 5). This will dramatically
improve the design efficiency.
C. HDL-based circuit verification
In a previous study, we made a functional model based on
a finite-state machine approach using a hardware description
language (HDL), which enables the simulation of large-scale
AQFP circuits using commercially available logic simulation
tools. Further, we have developed a library for logic simulation. In this modeling approach, we introduce 3-state encoding
to represent AQFP waveforms. This library is designed for
AQFP gates driven by 3-phase clock, each with a 120o shift
relative to each other. In a later study, we improved these
models to fit 4-phase clocking, which is generated by 2-phase
ac power and a dc bias.
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Fig. 6: Example waveform dof a 16-bit AQFP decoder with all test patterns.

Although excitation currents serve as clocks and synchronize the AQFP logic gates, timing issues still exist due to
clock skews and signal delay, especially when the circuit
scale becomes large. We have investigated this on AQFP
buffer chains and found that incorrect output occurs when the
excitation current is delayed by a certain period [13] which
means a timing window exists between input current (input)
and excitation current (clock). We carefully extract the timing
information through analog simulation [14] and incorporate
them into our models.
An example waveform for the implemented 16-bit decoder
is shown in Fig. 6 from which one can see the outputs are
generated correctly, corresponding to each inputs.

D. Comparison with a previous design without logic synthesis
An early version of 16-bit decoder has been demonstrated
in 2015 [15]. This circuit is designed at the gate level, and
placed and routed all by hand. We compared our new design
with the previous design, and noticed a reduction of 41.5%
for circuit area, and 27.7% for Josephson junction counts, due
to the logic synthesis and automatic routing approach. The
latency of two design are the same, despite the later one is
using 4-phase clocking. This comparison is presented in table
1.
IV. C ONCLUSION
We have proposed a design flow for AQFP VLSI circuit
design, which includes logic synthesis, semi-automatic routing
and HDL-based back-end verification. This design flow shows
the possibility of an efficient design approach for AQFP
VLSI, which is essential for building an AQFP-based highend computing system.
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